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a b s t r a c t

The proliferation of Internet of Things (IoT) has led to the emergence of enabling many interesting
applications within the realm of several domains including smart cities. However, the accumulation of
data from smart IoT devices poses significant challenges for data storage while there are needs to deliver
relevant and high quality services to consumers. In this paper, we propose QDaS, a novel domain agnostic
framework as a solution for effective data storage and management of IoT applications. The framework
incorporates a novel data summarisation mechanism that uses an innovative data quality estimation
technique. This proposed data quality estimation technique computes the quality of data (based on their
utility) without requiring any feedback from users of this IoT data or domain awareness of the data. We
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed QDaS framework using real world datasets.

© 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging area where everyday
objects can be included as an integral component of the Internet
and are able to communicate and share the knowledge between
each other, and with users [5,21]. In the IoT age, we envision that
there exists a need for multiple data-as-a-service providers (we
term these providers as data brokers such as [38])who perform the
collection, aggregation and sharing (for monetary benefits) of IoT
data. Cloud computing has been used in the past to store IoT data.
However, with the rapid increase of IoT device deployments and
applications the cost of storage per unit can increase exponentially
over time.
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New techniques and approaches are required to cope with the
growing amounts of data that are collected from IoT devices (and
the supporting ecosystem) to serve the needs of various applica-
tions and users (e.g. data analytics applications that rely on IoT
data to arrive at critical decisions). For example, in ubiquitous
computing research, smart data-analytics applications rely on ro-
bust, yet compact machine learning models which are essential
for the functioning of such applications. It is clear that providing
unlimited storage for the raw data stemming from IoT in the cloud
is impractical.

An important aspect of storage management of IoT data con-
cerning such applications is the quality of data (QoD). Quality
of data is defined as a metric that influences the performance
(i.e. accuracy, recall and validity) of amachine learningmodel used
by data analytics applications. Therefore, QoD is an essential factor
to meet requirements such as accuracy of the machine learning
and data mining models employed by the smart applications.
According to the Data Warehousing Institute [51], data quality
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problems result in estimated costs of $600 billion a year for US
businesses. In addition, US economy receives significant impact
that costs $3.1 trillion a year due to poor data quality within busi-
nesses and government [52]. However, determining QoD without
prior knowledge of the application, or any feedback from data
consumers is a difficult challenge.

The problem of data quality (especially in the IoT domain) is
challenging to address due to the noise and uncertainty induced
by the large amounts of data produced by heterogeneous IoT de-
vices (we term these devices that produce data as data providers).
Moreover, the existing work (e.g. [6,9,32,48,49,55]) on data quality
often requires domain knowledge, annotations, or semantic labels.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no study that has addressed
the reliable measurement of data quality from large amounts of
IoT data, regardless of their data types and application domains.
Consequently, it is critical to address this issue of data quality to
cope with the emerging problem of storing and managing IoT data
in cloud.

In this paper, to achieve the goals of developing a domain
agnostic approach for QoD-aware storage management in IoT, we
propose:

1. A formal model to represent data quality for data stemming
from IoT;

2. A novel technique to define and compute the QoD without
requiring any feedback from users of the data (we term
them consumers) or any prior knowledge of the application
domain;

3. A smart data summarisation mechanism for managing stor-
age based on computed quality of data (QoD);

4. A novel framework named QDaS that enables management
of big data and incorporates the novel QoD estimation and
data summarisation techniques.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is a pioneering ef-
fort that addresses the ability to perform storage management
autonomously based on the quality of data inferred from the use
of the acquired data (we call this data utility). Consequently, it
requires no direct feedback anddomain knowledge of the data con-
sumers. Most importantly, our proposed system offers the capabil-
ity to provide the indicativemeasurement that can be leveraged by
data providers in improving the quality of their datasets.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides
the background and related work. This is followed by problem def-
inition in Section 3. Section 4 describes QDaS, the domain agnostic
framework for storage management. Section 5 presents a tech-
nique to generate data usages when the data utility is unavailable.
Finally, Section 6 presents the outcome of extensive evaluations to
validate the robustness and effectiveness of QDaS using real-world
datasets.

2. Related work

2.1. Data collection from Internet of Things

Many research experiments such as RealityMining [15], Mobile
Data Challenge [31], Device Analyzer [45], and StudentLife [46]
exemplify analytics-based applications based on data sensed from
IoT devices such as smartphones. The data collected from the
IoT ecosystem (called data providers) would require large storage
capacity in cloud repositories. Inherently, it needs to be easily
accessed with high availability and be consumed seamlessly for
further analysis by data consumers such as data analytics plat-
forms.

Another inherently significant challengewith IoT data collected
for data analytics applications is the difficulty in establishing the
notion of quality of data, especially if they are provided bymultiple

IoT data providers. For example, consider a smart city scenario.
There are many environmental and experimental conditions that
can affect the quality of collected data, such as malfunction of sen-
sors within the smart city networks and infrastructure. Moreover,
the signal patterns that are captured by the ubiquitous sensors
may change due to a particular environmental condition such
as [54], which results in the needs for calibration and smoothing
techniques in order to produce a better data quality. Consequently,
these data quality issues are strongly related to the study of ‘‘verac-
ity’’, one critical element of the Big Data concept [4].

2.2. Quality of services (QoS) and quality of data (QoD)

In service-oriented research such as [22,36], the focuses were
directed towards composition and quality service deliveries that
are often associated with certain measurements such as coverage,
service time, certainty and freshness. Other related work on cloud
computing such as [7,35] provided energy-efficient solutionswhile
maintaining high QoS for cloud data centres. In [50], a solution
to evaluate the quality of cloud services accurately was proposed
by using fuzzy logic control based on the uncertainty of services.
However, this study is restricted to the performance of cloud ser-
vice providers (i.e. service uncertainty), which is mainly measured
based on the response time of service transactions. According to
the basic QoSmeasuremodels proposed in 2007 [3], data quality is
included as one of the important aspects of web service composi-
tion. Unfortunately, there is a lack of study relating to data quality
of service providers.

The notion of QoD is prevalent in the systems that provide Data
as a Service (DaaS). Inherently, QoD is often associated with data
privacy where data is exposed through web services based on cer-
tain criteria (in [42], they are called data concerns). At the theoreti-
cal level [6], the dimensions of data quality consist of the following
basic components: accuracy, completeness, consistency and time-
liness. In recent years, the dimensions of QoD have been expanded
through the studies in many domains [9,16,20,30,32,48,49,55]
(e.g. availability, validity, integrity and relevancy). In IoT appli-
cations, it is important to ensure high QoD is maintained pro-
gressively according to certain Service Level Objective (SLO). In
service-oriented computing, SLO is enabled through the Service
Level Agreement (SLA) between service providers and consumers.
Essentially, this concept is also applied to the distribution of data
in DaaS applications, which can be described through provider–
consumer interaction model [53]. In [20], the fulfilment of high
QoD is achieved through data replication across different geo-
located clusters, which requires high resource availability for data
storage. In this paper, we are particularly concerned with the
limited cloud storage space for data providers to retain continuous
streaming of high quality of data from the IoTs.

Despite the comprehensive research to achieve high data qual-
ity from data collection tasks (e.g. [12,19,23,25,26,33,41], there is
a lack of study on the estimation and maintenance of data quality
based on contributions from the crowds. In this paper, we envision
that once the quality can be defined concretely, it can be enhanced
further by motivating data providers to review their datasets. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no related work (including a
utility model) that has addressed the contributions provided by
data consumers that can be used to motivate data providers to
enhance their data quality.

In the field of data management [17], Fan claimed data
consistency, data deduplication, information completeness, data
currency and data accuracy as foundations of data quality. How-
ever, service-oriented computing provides a different paradigm
to deliver information based on a user’s criteria, which focus on
coverage, accuracy and freshness of application services. In fact,
poor data quality often results in the degradation of predictive
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models that are produced by machine learning algorithms. In this
paper, we propose a domain agnostic framework that can be used
to assess data quality in order to perform quality driven summari-
sation of data for efficient storage management.

2.3. Data trading and resource provisioning

In recent years, there have been many research efforts focusing
on the policy design and governance of data trading [1,24] to
resource provisioning [10,13,14,29] to retain these data. Most of
these studies have focused on the area of cloud computing research
given its benefits in terms of optimising the costs of ephemeral
resources and preservation of user privacy for the given datasets.

In this domain, data trading is the core process that enables
the collaboration between peers and knowledge sharing between
data providers and data consumers. Consequently, the notion of
integrity, security and privacy of data have to be established — a
common theme in recent studies [1,24]. Moreover, the emergence
of the data marketplaces (such as [11]) has become increasingly
significant due to the needs of data owners to share and sell their
datasets. However, our study involves the design of data brokers as
the general representations of data marketplaces or data exchange
services. In a real-world scenario, data brokers may have limited
resources to store data from the providers and provide reasonable
QoS for consumers. Despite the related works in resource provi-
sioning, there is a lack of study on storage management based
on data quality that is estimated from data utility. In addition, a
domain agnostic solution is required to manage diverse datasets
that are supplied by data providers.

3. Problem definition

The main challenge in this study is to define the Quality of
Data (QoD) in a broader context, where the data can be shared
collaboratively between the users and their data usage can be
used as an indicative measurement of their usefulness. Therefore,
we formalise the problems based on a traditional data provider–
consumer interaction model. In general, data providers would
require on-going subscriptions from the data consumers (govern-
ment, data analytics platform, etc.). Since permanent storage is not
feasible to retain all datasets supplied by the data providers, the
main research challenges addressed in this paper are:

• How to assess the quality of heterogeneous datasets pro-
vided by multiple IoT data sources?
In this paper, dataset refers a collection of data from a
provider over a certain time period, for a specific application
domain.
• How can we summarise the datasets for effective storage

and management while maintaining a high quality of data?

3.1. Provider–consumer interaction model

In a practical application of a provider–consumer interaction
model [53], data is distributed by the providers through a data bro-
ker tomeet consumer queries and requirements. The data broker is
responsible for storing andmanaging the IoT data. There have been
many research efforts in this area, including the exchange of data
agreements [43] and themanagement of data stores [40]. However,
the related work on the quality of data itself have shortcomings.
Therefore, the clear gap that can be found in this research is related
to the value-based quality estimation. In this paper, value-based
quality estimation refers to the quality estimation that can be
derived from the data consumers, which can also be beneficial to
them. Consequently, the quality of data is essentially determined
by the value it holds for the consumers. This can be measured by

Fig. 1. Data broker layer in provider–consumer interaction model.

the frequency and the relevancy of data consumption from the
consumers’ point of view.

Fig. 1 shows a simple representation of a responsible entity
(namely a data broker) in distributing the data between providers
P and consumers C . In the proposed formal modelling of quality of
data, we use the term datasets to represent IoT data to be used by
data analytics applications.

3.2. Storage management for data brokers

Let P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn} be the set of providers with n as the
index of P and C = {C1, C2, . . . , Pm} with m as the index of C , r is
the index of rth dataset provided by Pn (i.e. Dnr ). Each Dnr contains
the instances composed of ⟨t, F⟩where:

• t is the unique timestamp of the corresponding instance.
• F is the vector of d-dimensional feature values, where F =
{f1, f2, . . . , fd}. In this paper, we describe the attributes of a
given dataset Dnr (excluding t) as features. Each dataset Dnr
provided by Pn may have different d feature dimensions. In
this case, the type of application, data anddataset dimension
are not known a priori. Moreover, Dnr may be updated by
Pn over a period of time and be accessible through data
subscriptions of Cm (refer to Fig. 2).

In the given example of Fig. 1, the data broker has several issues
in terms of storing all the data in the given Dnr and the capacity
to deliver these datasets to Cm due to storage limitation. In cloud
computing, this can also be affected by external factors such as the
budget (costs) for having the resources to store the data.

Since the storage is limited, the problemcanbe formalised to re-
duce the number of instances in the given dataset. In other words,
compact representation of datasets should be stored instead of
permanently retaining all the raw data given by Pn. Hence, storage
management should be performed when a certain threshold α is
reached in terms of storage capacity. To extract a compact repre-
sentation of dataset instances for eachDnr , the quality of data needs
to be measured.

Essentially, quality of data can be inferred based on the intel-
ligence that can be acquired from the data consumers. In other
words, the value of a dataset can be determined based on the
utilisation by Cm. Inherently, high quality of data can be inferred
as the product of high data utility. In short, frequent access/usage
of data results in a higher utility value.
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Fig. 2. An example of data flow from data providers P to data consumers C .

4. QDaS: a QoD-driven framework for IoT storagemanagement

In a typical IoT application, the data streamed from the real
world are often foundwith noise and inconsistencies. The variabil-
ity of data is dominant and thus the application domains, feature
dimension, data size and data predictability are unknown a priori.
Therefore, there is a significant need to provide a smart solution for
storage management in the cloud, since there can be constraints
in terms of operational costs and availability of storage resources.
In this paper, we seek to solve this problem by selectively sum-
marising data based on the notion of estimated data quality which
can be inherently derived from the consumption of corresponding
datasets. To address these challenges, our QDaS framework incor-
porates a mechanism for smart data summarisation based on QoD
that are derived from usage patterns of the data.

The general architecture of QDaS is depicted in Fig. 3. It is
designed to be domain agnostic and hence does not require direct
feedback or additional metadata from data consumers. Instead,
QDaS assumes a typical setting where data consumers need to
have continuous subscriptions to the datasets given by the data
providers. The details of QoD estimation and technique for smart
data summarisation will be elaborated in the following subsec-
tions.

4.1. Quality of data estimation

4.1.1. Quality definition based on data usages
The utility monitor component (as shown in Fig. 3) in QDaS

should capture the usage metrics (such as frequency of down-
load/access) of subscribers (data consumers) for each dataset over
the time. These metrics are then used as indicative measures to
define the quality of data of a given datasetDnr . In short, the quality
of a dataset is defined based on the data utility (i.e. data usage)
within a certain temporal duration (i.e. from a start time tstart to
end time tend as shown in Fig. 4).

In this case, let us define the frequency of usage as a metric
for data utility. For every non-empty data slice of Dnr from tstart to
tend (referred as SlicedDi ), the quality of data Qutlty of SlicedDi can be
computed as follows:

Qutlty = usage(SlicedDi )/
b∑

j=1

usage(SlicedDj ) (1)

where usage(X) is the usage function that produces measurement
for data usage of data slice X , b is the total number of all non-empty

Fig. 3. General architecture of QDaS.

data slices (denoted as SlicedDall ), SlicedDi ∈ SlicedDall . SlicedDall is
the list of data slices that is derived from all datasets Dnr having
t of its data point within the range of tstart ≤ t ≤ tend. In short,
the numerator in Eq. (1) is the usage of data slice extracted from
the target dataset for quality estimation, while the denominator is
the sum of usages for all data slices obtained from all datasets of
the listed providers. In Fig. 3, the process to compute Qutlty refers to
Value-based Quality Estimator component.

4.1.2. Categorisation of QoD
Once the quality of data utility Qutlty is computed for each data

slice, they can be grouped according to their quality measures. In
this case, the categorisation of high and lowQoD can be established
by simply setting a threshold δ, which can be derived by a given
function for all Qutlty of non-empty data slices as a data-driven
approach. In our case, the median function is used to compute δ,
where ∀ Qutlty > 0. Hence, the categories can be divided into the
following:

• Low Quality LowQutlty wheremin(Qutlty) ≤ LowQutlty ≤ δ
• High QualityHighQutlty where δ < HighQutlty ≤ max(Qutlty)

It should be noted that the categorisation of QoD is crucial due
to fact that data slices are likely to be summarised if they belong to
LowQutlty category.

4.2. Coin toss test for data summarisation

In this section, we explain the process that we included before
the actual execution of data summarisation. All data sliceswill have
chances to be selected for summarisation. However, the decision to
summarise a given data slice should be determined by a random
chance (with a certain probability) that is influenced by its data
quality (i.e.Qutlty). Hence, we propose a generative approach (refers
to Section 4.2.2) that can be integrated with the coin toss process.
Consequently, the result of the coin toss process will determine
if the data slice needs to be summarised. The result of a coin
toss is either Head or Tail. In this case, no summarisation would
be performed on a given data slice if the result of a coin toss is
Head. Hence, the probability of getting a Head (denoted as P(M))
is redefined based on the following approach.
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Fig. 4. Data slice for quality estimation and data summarisation.

4.2.1. Chinese restaurant process (CRP)
CRP is a stochastic process that is derived from the concept

of customer seating allocation to potentially infinite number of
tables [2]. In the machine learning research, it is often associ-
ated with many applications of nonparametric Bayesian methods
(e.g. Dirichlet process [18]). The overall intuition is driven where
the customer will be likely to sit at a table with more customers
in comparison to the tables that have fewer customers. In CRP,
a concentration parameter α is used to control the computation
of probability for each table. Therefore, first customer will be
allocated to the first table with probability α

α
= 1. Subsequently,

the following customer ci will be either allocated to an empty table
with probability α

i−1+α
or occupied table with probability n

i−1+α
. In

this context, n refers to the number of customers that have already
been allocated to the corresponding occupied table.

4.2.2. Monte Carlo Chinese restaurant process (MC-CRP)
In the Monte Carlo approach, the simplest form of the test

can be performed where the probability P(M) is derived from the
repeated ntrial number of trials, which is also based on the quality
Qutlty of a data slice. Hence, we propose to incorporate CRP in every
trial where each table is labelled as Head with the probability
P(H). In this paper, we call this method as Monte Carlo Chinese
Restaurant Process (MC-CRP).

P(H) is derived based on the proportion of the region (category
of QoD in Section 4.1.2) that Qutlty belongs to.

If Qutlty of SlicedDnr is LowQutlty, then

P(H) =
median(Qutlty)−min(Qutlty)

MAXQ −min(Qutlty)
(2)

whereMAXQ is the upper bound of QoD.MAXQ is defined as:

MAXQ =

{
max(Qutlty)+ γ , if (max(Qutlty)+ γ ) < 1
1, otherwise (3)

where γ is an additional parameter introduced to control the
outputMAXQ .

If Qutlty of SlicedDnr is HighQutlty, then

P(H) = 1−
median(Qutlty)−min(Qutlty)

MAXQ −min(Qutlty)
(4)

From our observations, high P(H) resulted in a higher proba-
bility P(M) from repeated trials of Monte Carlo simulation. On the
other hand, low P(H) resulted in a lower probability P(M). In this
case, P(H) signifies the survivability of SlicedDnr . Hence, a result of
Tail will let SlicedDnr to be summarised, given a biased chance of
having Headwith probability P(M).

4.3. Smart data summarisation technique

This subsection will discuss the technique of Smart Data Sum-
marisation employed by QDaS. One algorithm of the smart data
summarisation is described below: Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Data Summarisation Algorithm
1: procedure DS(Dnr , tstart , tend)
2: countori ← Count(Dnr ) ▷ Original count of Dnr
3: Qutlty ← QualityForDataUtility(Dnr , tstart , tend) ▷ refer to Eq. (1)
4: Pn ← GetDataProvider(Dnr )
5: RulesPn ← RetrieveRules(Pn) ▷ Retrieve the rules of data

summarisation for Pn
6: ClusR ← DC(Dnr ) ▷ Extract clusters using density based methods
7: SlicedDnr ← Pop(Dnr , tstart , tend) ▷ Data slicing on Dnr
8: R(SlicedDnr , ClusR,Qutlty, RulesPn ) ▷ Apply the summarisation

function to data slice
9: Dnr ← SlicedDnr + Dnr ▷ Add data slice into Dnr
10: countprov ← Count(Dnr ) ▷ Count the instances in Dnr after data

summarisation
11: SS = countori−countprov

countori
▷ Calculate the ratio of space saving

12: UpdateDataBank(Dnr , SS)
13: return Dnr
14: end procedure

The input for data summarisation algorithm consists of three
main parameters: Dnr , tstart and tend. These parameters are required
as the data summarisation can be performed for a given data slice
of Dnr within the range of tstart and tend. Essentially, the input
parameters are similar to Section 4.1. In fact, the estimation of
QoD for the given data slice is an inclusive process in the early
steps of the summarisation procedure (denoted as DS procedure
in Algorithm 1). For a given data slice of Dnr denoted as SlicedDnr
(a portion that is taken out through the Pop(...) operation), the
data slice summarisation process referred as R(...) requires the
following items:

1. Data slice (denoted as SlicedDnr )within the range of tstart and
tend from Dnr .

2. Quality of data (denoted asQutlty), regarding the utility from
data consumers’ viewpoint.

3. Rules (denoted as RulesPn ) for data summarisation, pre-
defined by the provider Pn that is identified from Dnr .

4. List of clusters (denoted as ClusR), produced by density-
based clustering process.

The procedure of data summarisation requires the initial com-
putation of Qutlty , which refers to previous quality estimation in
Eq. (1). Subsequently, it is followed by the provider identification
for the dataset and its RulesPn , which are essentially pre-defined
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by the corresponding provider. In QDaS, the providers have to be
aware that their data is subject to summarisation. Hence, the sum-
marisation functions (rules) must be defined prior to publishing
their data through QDaS’s platform (i.e. a data broker).

Before slicing the portion of data out of Dnr for data summari-
sation, clustering must be performed. In the QDaS framework,
density-based clustering (e.g. DBSCAN) is recommended. Essen-
tially, the clustering is required as it plays a significant role in
transforming the data slice SlicedDnr into a new set of data rep-
resentation. In this paper, the transformation of these instances
refers to data summarisation process according to the rules given
by the dataset’s provider. Hence, to perform the transformation
of data representation, both quality (inferred from its usage) and
natural grouping of the given data portion are required in our
proposed framework.

Algorithm 2 shows the sequence of data slice summarisation
process (referred as R(...) function), which requires the set of
parameters SlicedDnr , ClusR, Qutlty, and RulesPn .

Algorithm 2 Summarisation of a Data Slice
1: procedure R(SlicedDnr , ClusR,Qutlty, RulesPn )
2: coin_test ←MonteCarloTest(Qutlty)
3: if coin_test is success then
4: cluster ← None
5: buf ← [ ] ▷ Initialise empty time-interval buffer
6: summarisedData← [ ]
7: for each instance in SlicedDnr do
8: prevCluster ← cluster
9: cluster ← IdentifyClusterOfInstance(instance, ClusR)
10: if cluster ̸= prevCluster and prevCluster is not None then
11: newInstance← Summarise(buf , RulesPn )
12: summarisedData.append(newInstance)
13: buf ← [ ]
14: end if
15: previousCluster ← cluster
16: buf .append(instance)
17: end for
18: if length(buf ) > 0 then
19: newInstance← Summarise(buf , RulesPn )
20: summarisedData.append(newInstance)
21: buf ← [ ]
22: end if
23: if NeedsArchiving(SlicedDnr ) then
24: ExecuteArchivingProcess(SlicedDnr )
25: end if
26: SlicedDnr ← summarisedData
27: end if
28: end procedure

Before justifying whether to produce a new data representa-
tion, a coin toss test (based on probability derived from Monte
Carlo simulation) needs to be performed. Consequently, the data
summarisation process will continue if the coin toss test is suc-
cessful based on the intuition that low quality of data will have
a high chance for data summarisation (refer to the approach in
Section 4.2.2).

For every instance in SlicedDnr , its cluster needs to be identified.
Hence, a buffer buf is used to hold consecutive instances that
belong to the same cluster. When the identification of cluster
changes, the data summarisation is applied to all instances in the
buffer according to the provider’s rules RulesPn . In other words, the
cluster change detected in Algorithm 2 determines the portion of
data (indexed by timestamp t) in SlicedDnr to be summarised since
the last cluster change.

In a real world scenario, the raw data could still need to be
stored for certain purposes (e.g. provenance). Therefore, we also
introduce the notion of data archiving inQDaS,which is enabled af-
ter summarising SlicedDnr (lines 23–25 in Algorithm 2). Ultimately,
this procedure will replace the original SlicedDnr with a new data
representation, which will be integrated back to Dnr .

4.3.1. Provisioned value for data providers
Since the number of instances for a dataset Dnr can be reduced

through the smart data summarisation process in QDaS, the ratio
of space saving (referred as SS in Algorithm 1) can be used as the
indicative measure to motivate the data providers to review and
improve the quality of their data. Essentially, SS of a given dataset
Dnr can be computed via:

SSDnr =
C(Dnr )− C(DS(Dnr , tstart , tend))

C(Dnr )
(5)

where C(DS(Dnr , tstart , tend)) is the total count of instances in Dnr
after data summarisation and C(Dnr ) is the total count of original
instances in Dnr (i.e. before data summarisation). In this case,
greater SS indicates worse result as the size of dataset Dnr for
a provider Pn is greatly reduced. Hence, high SS values should
motivate data providers to review their datasets carefully before
publishing them to data consumers.

4.3.2. Reputation of providers
Moreover, our framework offers the capability to estimate the

quality of providers based on the space saving ratio of their data, as
the immediate result of QDaS’s data summarisation. The indicative
measurement to be given to data consumers is referred as reputa-
tion. Hence, the reputation of a data provider Reputation.Pn can be
computed as the following:

Reputation.Pn =
SS.Pn∑b
i=1 SS.Pi

(6)

for b is the count of all providers P , Pn ∈ P and SS.Pn is the product
of an aggregate function for all datasets of Pn. Essentially, SS.Pn can
be obtained by computingmean space saving ratio forDnr as shown
in the following equation.

SS.Pn =
∑c

r=1 SSDnr

c
(7)

where c is the total count of heterogeneous datasets provided by
Pn and 0 < SSDnr < 1. It should be noted that SSDnr should only
be included in Eq. (7) if it is non-zero. Consequently, a smaller
Reputation.Pn value indicates a better reputation for a data provider
Pn. Therefore, the ranking of data providers should be performed
based on the inversed order of the computed reputation. It should
be noted that the value SS.Pn corresponds to the reputation within
the time range from tstart to tend for data summarisation. Thus, the
overall reputation of a provider within the restricted time period
(tmin ≤ t ≤ tmax) would depend on the function provided in
QDaS. For example, a data brokermaydefine summation ormoving
average as the function to produce the measurement of providers’
reputation (in terms of space saving ratio of data summarisation)
for the data consumers.

5. IoT data usage generation technique employed in QDaS

The prerequisite for the QDaS framework is to have data usages
available before quality estimation and summarisation. However,
the availability of such data usage is not common due to the
fact that most current applications in the literature do not con-
sider a data-as-a-service model. Hence, in order to validate the
effectiveness of the proposed QDaS framework, in this section we
present an IoT data usage estimation technique that is built on data
generation approaches available in the literature. The proposed
technique first computes the agreement (referred to as the inter-
rater agreement in Section 5.1) between data consumers and data
providers through an analytical mechanism, which can then be
used for generating IoT data usages (Section 5.2).
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5.1. Inter-rater agreement for data usage generation

In order to simulate the behaviour of data consumers for their
data access, the QDaS framework allows the mechanism to gen-
erate data usages by leveraging the analytical models that can
be derived from the providers’ datasets. Given a fixed number
of usages Nu, the task is to generate the usages for each dataset
supplied by the providers. It should be noted that the data usage
generation process corresponds to the act of QDaS performing
smart data summarisation task within the time range of tstart and
tend, ∀ Dnr . The generation of data usage is based on the average
inter-rater agreement that can be obtained through the following
steps:

1. Generate Nc numbers of data consumers cz for a given Dnr ,
where Nc can be generated from Poisson(γ ) distribution.

2. Pick a portion of random data points from the Dnr for each
data consumer. For each portion, random noise (e.g. Gaus-
sian noise) can be embedded. Consequently, this step allows
each data consumer to build a consumer model (denoted as
Modelc).

3. Prepare training PTrain and testing PTest portions from the
Dnr .

4. Build a provider model (denoted asModelp) from PTrain.
5. Perform test on PTest for theModelp and allModelc .
6. Compute inter-rater agreement between each Modelc and

Modelp.
7. Compute the average of inter-rater agreement values from

the previous step.

The above steps are executed in every cycle of storage manage-
ment. It should be noted that the terms ‘‘iteration’’ and ‘‘cycle’’ are
being used interchangeably in this paper. Every cycle of storage
management corresponds to the non-overlapping sliding window
for a fixed time interval of tstart and tend (within the temporal
domain). Consequently, all generated models Modelc in the first
cycle can be reused in subsequent cycles of storage management.
Hence, the following approaches can be used to calculate inter-
rater agreement betweenModelp and eachModelc .

1. Correctness based generation approach
In 1960, Cohen [28] introduced a method for measuring

inter-rater agreement to test the reliability of data.With this
measurement, insights about data reliability can be attained
to the extent that the representation of variables correctly
meets expectations [34]. Inmany studies, the kappa statistic
has been used globally for reliability measurement.

The standard Cohen’s kappa coefficient can be attained
through the following formula:

κ =
Po − Pe
1− Pe

(8)

where Po is the relative observed agreement amongst raters
(i.e. probability of observation) and Pe is the probability of
expected agreement.

In QDaS, this approach is typically used for supervised
learning. Inherently, the inter-rater agreement IRAκ be-
tween Modelp and Modelc can be calculated through the
following:

IRAκ =
Evalo − Evale
1− Evale

(9)

where Evalo corresponds to the observed evaluation met-
ric for an analytical model Modelc , Evale is the expected
evaluation metric produced by the testing phase of Modelp.
Both Evalo and Evale should be normalised to a ratio value r
where 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.

This measurement can be used for an application that
requires a categorical vector to be predicted, such as classifi-
cation. In this case, the applicable correctness based quality
metrics for both Evalo and Evale are: accuracy, precision,
recall, F1 score, etc.

In this case, the boundary of inter-rater agreement
ranges between the worst value IRAκ_worst where Evalo = 0
and optimal value IRAκ_best where Evalo = 1. Hence, the
quantification of inter-rater agreement IRAc can be finally
computed as follows:

IRAc =
IRAκ − IRAκ_worst

IRAκ_best − IRAκ_worst
(10)

where IRAc is within a value range of [0, 1]. Ultimately,
the final inter-rater agreement IRADnr (for a given dataset
Dnr ) can be inferred by averaging all IRAc values. In real
world scenario, there is a condition where Evale = 1 as the
testing result of Modelp. Therefore, the result of IRAκ would
be undefined. In this case, the IRAc can be derived from the
value of Evalo as it fits the assumption of how agreeable the
estimation of Evalo towards Evale = 1. In addition, IRAc = 1
is assumed when Evalo = Evale.

2. Deviation based generation approach
In several cases, annotations or ground-truth vectors can

be in numerical form. In practice, this scenario is often be
handled by a model built using regression methods. De-
viation based generation approach leverages the intrinsic
characteristic of how far a predictiondeviates from the given
analytical model. Hence, common data mining techniques
aim to minimise the deviation, to assess better fit for the
analytical model.

In 1982, Koch [27] introduced a method called intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC) to measure the relative similar-
ity of units that are organised in groups. The standard intra-
class coefficient from two subjects can be attained through
the following formula:

ICC =
SD2
− sd2

SD2 (11)

where SD is the between-subject standard deviation and
sd is the within-subject standard deviation (the typical
or standard error of measurement). Hence, the inter-rater
agreement for deviation based approach is defined as the
following:

IRAicc =
(Evale)2 − (Evalo)2

(Evale)2
(12)

where Evalo corresponds to the observed evaluation metric
(deviation) formodelc , Evale is the expected evaluationmet-
ric (deviation) produced by the testing phase ofmodelp.

Therefore, the optimal value can be derived when Evalo
is equal to Evale. For example, root mean squared error
(RMSE) and root mean squared (RMS) are commonly used
in regression analysis to validate its model. Therefore, the
predictability of annotations for given data can be redefined
as:

IRAicc =
(RMSEe)2 − (RMSEo)2

(RMSEe)2
(13)

where RMSEo corresponds to testing of Modelc and RMSEe
is the expected deviation derived from testing ofModelp. On
the contrary, (RMSEo)2 and (RMSEe)2 can be substitutedwith
MSEo andMSEe for predictabilitymeasure of regressionwith
respect to mean squared error.

The boundary of deviation scales from worst value
IRAicc_worst where Evalo = 2 ∗ Evale to optimal value
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(IRAicc_best = 0) where Evalo = Evale. It is assumed
that both Modelp and all Modelc have non-zero deviation
measures from testing phase. Consequently, the evaluation
metrics should follow the rules defined in Eq. (14).

IRAicc =

{IRAicc_best , if Evalo < Evale
IRAicc_worst , if Evalo > 2 ∗ Evale
IRAicc from Eq. (12), otherwise

(14)

Hence, the quantification of inter-rater agreement IRAc can
be finally computed as follows:

IRAc =
IRAicc − IRAicc_worst

IRAicc_best − IRAicc_worst
(15)

where IRAc is within a value range of [0, 1]. Similar to
the correctness based generation approach, the final inter-
rater agreement IRADnr can be inferred by averaging all IRAc
values. Moreover, the deviation based generation metric
can be leveraged for unsupervised learning — for instance,
the measure of reconstruction error for dimensionality re-
duction [39]. In a real-world scenario, the value of Evale
produced by Modelp can be zero. Therefore, the result of
IRAicc would be undefined. In this case, the IRAc can be set
to zero where it is assumed that the expected model would
produce zero deviation (i.e. Evale = 0).

5.2. Data usage generation algorithm

Having the values of inter-rater agreement for each dataset, the
list of datasets D is constructed from Dnr by descending order of
IRADnr . In this case, the first dataset will have the highest rank in
D. Consequently, the first cycle of storage management will only
use IRADnr for ranking. Subsequent cycles will leverage multiple
criteria: inter-rater agreement measure IRADnr (from the current
cycle) and the ratio of space saving SSDnr (from the previous cycle
of storage management). Essentially, the rank of each dataset can
be obtained by following:

RankDnr =
IRADnr + (1− SSDnr )

2
(16)

In order to generate the data usage, CRP is leveraged to reflect
the behaviour in consuming data based on the popularity of each
dataset. In this case, it is determined by the relevance of analytical
models (of data consumers) to the given dataset from the provider
and reputation of data summarisation (as a result of previous
data summarisation). Consequently, each table in CRP represents a
dataset that may be consumed. Therefore, the number of allocated
customer in a table (CRP) represents the data access/usage of a
dataset in QDaS.

The order of generated tables in CRP is aligned with the order
of datasets in D. In other words, Dnr will be used as the label for
the tables according to the rank order. Since the number of tables
in CRP is potentially infinite, it is feasible to have unlabelled tables.
In this case, these tables can be labelled as Dnr with the probability
IRADnr as described in the following Algorithm 3.

Finally, the usage for a given dataset Dnr is aggregated via:

UsageDnr =

m∑
i=1

usage(tablei) (17)

where m is the number of tables with Dnr label and tablei corre-
sponds to the labelled table (as Dnr ) from CRP.

6. Experimental evaluation of QDaS using datasets from real-
world case studies

In this section, the evaluation of QDaS framework is presented,
using open datasets such as the StudentLife dataset [47] and

Algorithm 3 Data Usage Generation Algorithm
1: procedure GenerationProcedure
2: for each table in unlabelledTables do
3: isLabelled← False
4: while isLabelled is False do
5: for each dataset in D do
6: IRADnr ← dataset.getIRA()
7: isLabelled← table.labelAsDataset(dataset, IRADnr )
8: if isLabelled then
9: break;

10: end if
11: end for
12: end while
13: end for
14: end procedure

the air quality dataset [44]. We use the correctness based usage
generation approach for the StudentLife dataset and deviation
based generation approach for air quality dataset [44]. In all the
experiments, the analyticalmodels are built using scikit-learn [37],
a well-known machine learning library for Python.

6.1. Activity recognition — Studentlife

The StudentLife dataset was collected from students in Dart-
mouth College over ten weeks term to assess their mental health,
academic performance and behavioural trends. However, the ex-
periment for this case study only leverages the automatic inference
of physical activity from the accelerometer sensor of the mobile
phones.

6.1.1. Data preprocessing
The dataset contains summarised sensor data that are derived

from 49 subjects (mobile phone users). The original authors of
StudentLife [47], Wang et al. extracted the 25 features from smart-
phone accelerometer sensor for activity inference. Therefore, these
features (such as mean vertical acceleration, mean horizontal ac-
celeration, etc.) are included in our experiments to predict the
inferred activities (e.g. stationary, walking, running and unknown).

6.1.2. Simulation for QDaS framework (student life activity recogni-
tion)

In our study, each mobile sensing node (user) acts as a data
provider, which delivers a dataset continuously to a data broker.
Hence, each dataset could be utilised by a set of data consumers.
Fig. 5 shows a comprehensive and general workflow of our exper-
iment settings and processes of QDaS simulation.

In a given cycle, the range of temporal boundary for the data is
restricted to 5 days in which the storage management would be
performed for the first day. In short, sliding window model of 5
days is used to simulate the data arrival in next cycle and define the
portion of data to be managed in a cycle (i.e. the first day of 5 days
window). The summarised data from previous cycles are included
in the process of provider model generation. In the simulation, 25
data providers are randomly selected from the StudentLife subjects
(mobile phone users).

The first cycle of storage management requires the generation
of data consumer models which are based on the given dataset
Dnr . Before these models are built, a k-number data consumers
is determined for a given dataset where k is withdrawn from
Poisson(γ ) distribution with γ = 5. For each data consumer, 20%
portion of random samples are taken from Dnr , which features
are infused with Gaussian noise given a fixed probability for an
instance Prob(Noise) = 0.3, noise variance variancenoise = 0.3 ∗
varianceoriginal where varianceoriginal is the variance of a feature.

The type of model for each data consumer is chosen randomly
from these classifiers with default parameters: Naive Bayes (NB),
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Fig. 5. Workflow of storage management in the experiments.

Decision Tree (DT), Random Forests (RF), Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) and Support Vector Classifiers (SVC). On the other hand,
the generation of provider model is based on the state-of-art al-
gorithm, RF classifier.

The classification model of the provider is built based on train
set of Dnr in which each instance can be infused with Gaussian
noise given an initial probability 0 ≤ Prob(Noise) ≤ 0.9 which
is defined randomly. In this case, the variancenoise is similar to the
setup used in the generation of data consumer models. It should
be noted that Prob(Noise) can vary in the consecutive cycles, which
can affect the provider’s decision to increase the quality of data for
Dnr . Moreover, the train and test are randomly sampled applying
the 60%–40% rule. Hence, the inter-rater agreement (IRA) measure
can be computed from classification accuracymetrics between the
provider’s and consumer’s models on the 40% of Dnr (i.e. test set).
Consequently, the generated consumer models would be utilised
for the next cycle of storage management.

Once IRA is computed for Dnr , the Chinese Restaurant Process
(CRP) is used to generate data usages for all ranked datasets of the
data providers with the following parameters: n = 10, 000, 000
and α = 1.0 (refer to Section 5.2). Subsequently, the data usages
that are generated from the previous step are then used for quality
measurement of SlicedDnr . In this case, SlicedDnr is extracted within
the temporal boundary of the first day from the 5 days window.
Hence, the data summarisationmay be performed on SlicedDnr . The
computation of quality measurement (Qutlty) for SlicedDnr shall not
include the generated data usages that may have been allocated to
other empty SlicedDnr .

The survivability of SlicedDnr (i.e. not to be summarised) depends
on the random chance of simulated MC-CRP process (refer to
Section 4.2.2) where the number of Monte Carlo trial ntrial = 1000,
and the parameters for CRP in each trial are: n = 10, 000 and
α = 1.0.

To build the model of density based clustering (used for data
summarisation), we leveraged DBSCAN algorithm with Eps =
0.3 and minpts = ln(n) (heuristic used in [8]) where n is the
number of instances in a given Dnr . It should be noted that the
clustering process is only performed on the feature vectors. In our
evaluation,weuse k-means clustering (with default parameters) as

the non-density based algorithm for the performance comparison.
Consequently, the instances in SlicedDnr can be associated with the
generated cluster labels, which would be used for the purpose of
data summarisation process. In terms of the provider rules, data
summarisation complies with the following rules: latest time is
picked, the average function is applied to all feature dimensions,
and majority voting for the human activity vector (i.e. the most
frequent activity label). After the process of data summarisation
of SlicedDnr , the ratio of space saving (SS) can be computed and
be given to the data provider, so that the provider may improve
their quality of data (with less noise) in the next cycle. As a result,
RR may control the new value Prob(Noise) that is used to generate
noise in next cycle (for the purpose of building provider’s model).
Moreover, we parallelised the processes for data summarisation
on all ranked datasets in order to fully utilise CPU resources and
speed up the runtime of our experiments. The implementationwas
programmed in Python, which runs in a platform with 2 CPUs of
Intel Xeon5607 (total 8 coreswith frequency 2.27GHz), 48GBRAM
(12× 4 GB DDR ECC) and CentOS 7 operating system.

6.1.3. Evaluation and discussion
The simulation ranges to the total of 23 iterations (cycles)

for QDaS data summarisation (denoted as DS). First, the effect
of DS on the space saving ratio is observed between the usage
of density-based clustering (DBSCAN) and non-density clustering
(k-means). The evaluation is mainly focused on the summarised
datasets which are mainly categorised as LowQutlty (low quality
of data according to the usage measures). As shown in Fig. 6, the
density plot reflects a distinct concentration of high space savings
for density-based clustering (on summarised datasets), which leap
closer to 100% space savings. On the other hand, non-density based
clustering algorithm shows a significant difference in terms of
lower space savings, which are condensed between 12% and 37%.

Inherently, higher space savings of the given datasets should
stimulate their data providers to improve the quality of data which
could lead to increased data usages. As shown in Fig. 7, inter-rater
agreementmeasures (mean IRAc) between data providers and con-
sumers reach a high concentration between 55% and 75%. Although
some datasets may have lower inter-rater agreementmeasures for
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Fig. 6. Density plot for space saving ratio (refer to Eq. (5)) of summarised LowQutlty datasets.

Fig. 7. Density plot for mean IRAc (refer to Eq. (10)) of summarised LowQutlty datasets.

density based clustering prior to DS process, the repeatedmeasure
of ANOVA test (p = 0.06) suggests no significant difference
between clustering techniques (density and non-density based
algorithms) for inter-ratermeasures. In otherwords, density based
clustering proves to be an effective approach to produce a higher
ratio of space saving in aDS cycle, and stable inter-rater agreement
(derived from analytical models of data providers and consumers)
is relatively maintained throughout the simulation cycles.

6.2. Regression analysis — urban air quality

The air quality dataset was collected in an Italian city where the
area is significantly polluted. All corresponding features of sensed
data were generated by average responses of 5 metal oxide chem-
ical sensors embedded in an Air Quality Chemical Multisensor
Device. The co-located reference certified analyzer also recorded
five ground-truth measurements of air quality in the same area.
In our study, the problem is addressed by using IoT devices which
are significantly cheaper than deploying a more accurate and ex-
pensive static machine. In this case, the objective of a regression
model is to predict the numerical values of ground-truth given the
features of a ubiquitous sensing device.

6.2.1. Data preprocessing
The air quality dataset contains 9357 instances. It consists of 9

feature vectors (including timestamp) and 5 ground-truth vectors.
In our experiment settings, we divided this dataset into 5 different
datasets in order to simulate various data providers and data types.
For each dataset, all the feature vectors are retained and only one
ground truth vector is used for prediction. As a result, we set a fixed
number of providers to 10 where each of them owns 5 datasets.

In total, 50 datasets will be used for the QDaS experiment in
terms of data usage generation, ranking and data summarisation.
In addition, we constructed new feature vectors by calculating the
value differences between the current hour and previous hour for
each feature dimension (excluding the timestamp). In otherwords,
given feature value fi and previous feature value fi−1, the difference
∆f is calculated by simple subtraction:

∆f = fi − fi−1. (18)

In short, the dimensions expand to the following fea-
tures: timestamp, ∆CO, CO, ∆NMHC , NMHC , ∆NOx, NOx, ∆NO2,
NO2, ∆O3, O3, ∆Temperature, Temperature, ∆RelativeHumidity,
RelativeHumidity, ∆AbsoluteHumidity and AbsoluteHumidity. For
each dataset owned by the data provider, the predicted vector
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Fig. 8. Density plot for space saving ratio (refer to Eq. (5)) of summarised LowQutlty datasets.

Fig. 9. Density plot for mean IRAc (refer to Eq. (15)) of summarised LowQutlty datasets.

corresponds to one of these ground-truth vectors (captured by
the reference certified analyzer): CO(GT), NMHC(GT), C6H6(GT),
NOx(GT) and NO2(GT). Inherently, these experiments would be
based on the objective to predict the measurements of air quality
captured by the expensive and accurate sensors. Therefore, regres-
sion models are used for predicting the numerical values of air
quality measurements.

6.2.2. Simulation for QDaS framework (air quality prediction)
In terms of the experiment settings, the parameters used

for QDaS simulation are similar to the previous case study (in
Section 6.1.2). In a given cycle, the range of temporal boundary for
the data is restricted to 20 days in which the storage management
would be performed for the first 5-days. In short, a sliding window
model of 20 days is used to simulate the data arrival in the next
cycle and define the portion of data to be managed in a cycle
(i.e. the first 5-days of 20 days window). The summarised data
from previous cycles are included in the process of provider model
generation.

The type of model for each data consumer is chosen randomly
from these algorithms with default parameters: Linear Regression
(LN), Decision Tree (DT), Random Forests (RF), Multilayer Percep-
tron (MLP) and Support Vector Regression (SVR). On the other
hand, the generation of the providermodel is constructed based on
the RF algorithm. Moreover, the inter-rater agreement measure is

calculated using the deviation based generation approach. In this
case, root mean squared error (RMSE) is leveraged as the deviation
metric.

6.2.3. Evaluation and discussion
In terms of the evaluation of the ratio of space saving and inter-

rater agreementmeasures between density and non-density based
clustering, the output of experimental results is similar to the
previous case study. Fig. 8 shows a significant difference between
space saving ratio between DBSCAN and k-means. In other words,
a more compact data representation is produced that leads to a
better output of storagemanagement for a data broker. Inherently,
non-density based clustering leads to lower space saving ratio,
with concentration skewed below 55% for later cycles of DS.

In Fig. 9, the density plot shows an even concentration of
inter-rater agreement in later cycles of DS. This result suggests
data providers are behaving in ways to revise and improve their
quality of data over the time. Consequently, we applied the re-
peated measure of ANOVA test (p = 0.54) which indicates no
significant difference between clustering techniques (density and
non-density based algorithms) for inter-ratermeasures. Hence, the
variation of IRAc distribution for summarised datasets may also
be affected by many types of datasets that are owned by each
data provider. In this case, the dimension of datasets (total of 50
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heterogeneous ranked datasets) is significantly higher than the
previous case study.

To conclude, our experiments suggest that the density-based
clustering approach of data summarisation proves to be more
effective for storage management, by producing high space saving
ratiowhilemaintaining stable inter-rater agreement between data
providers and consumers.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed (QDaS), a novel domain agnostic
framework for effective storage and management of IoT data in
cloud. The proposed framework incorporated a novel technique to
estimate the quality of data driven derived from the utility of the
IoT data. Based on the quality estimation technique, QDaS employs
a smart summarisation mechanism to manage the storage of IoT
data in the cloud.

Extensive experimental evaluations were conducted in order to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed QDaS framework
using real-world datasets. The results have shown that our frame-
work provides a robust approach in performing efficient storage
management, based on the notion of quality of data that is deter-
mined by the usage measures. We demonstrated experimentally
that the amount of data stored in the cloud could be reduced as a
result of the QoD-driven data summarisation mechanism.
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